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THE BNB MARC PROJECT
The MARC project has progressed from a pilot to test the
feasibility of a distribution service of centrally produced
machine-readable cataloging data to a full-scale operational
system in the design stages in two short years. The library
community, both here and abroad, has accepted MARC and
recognizes its potential for the future. The single most sig-
nificant result of MARC has been the impetus to set standards. 1
These sentences were written by Henriette Avram as the opening
paragraph of the MARC Pilot Project final report. By the time that
report appeared in print, the potential of MARC had been fully
realized in Great Britain, and a remarkable chapter in the history of
Anglo-American cooperation had been written. This paper is an
analysis of the British achievements over the last two years, an
appraisal of the philosophy behind the British MARC Project and an
examination of the suitability of MARC as a basis for future prog-
ress.
Before tackling these themes I would like to acknowledge the
enormous contribution that was made to the British MARC Project by
an American librarian whose name is familiar on both sides of the
Atlantic but not perhaps associated with automation. The solid foun-
dation of cooperation between the Library of Congress and the British
National Bibliography (BNB) was laid on the American side by John
Cronin who opened up the dialog between the two organizations and
taught us all that the art and science of cataloging is the same on both
sides of the Atlantic. John Cronin built the bridge we used for MARC.
MARC NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL
The British and American MARC Projects are shaped by many
factors, most of which are rather more significant than the amount of
money made available by our respective governments to carry them
through. The enthusiasms, the ideas and perhaps the style of a very
small group of people are decisive influences; however, much care is
taken to secure the agreement of the profession as a whole to the
actual course of development. The immediate environment of the
project can determine the short-term course of events, particularly
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when the ultimate goals are uncertain and when intermediate objec-
tives are determined by economic factors. To put the matter bluntly,
the course of the United States MARC Project cannot veer signifi-
cantly from the priorities of the Library of Congress, and the British
MARC Project must fit broadly into the future pattern of development
of the British National Bibliography. Those of us who feel that pure
logic rather than practical judgment and practical compromises must
determine the course of these important projects should direct their
attention not to MARC, but to the national bibliographic policies of
their countries if indeed these policies can be identified.
MARC, for all its much vaunted flexibility (which is purely super-
ficial), must fit into an existing pattern. In a general sense this means
that the separate halves of our joint project must develop along lines
that are first of all acceptable to a local institution environment,
which is in its turn acceptable to a national environment. The level
of communication between national systems must be based on an
understanding of these factors. This includes an understanding of the
relative levels of compatibility and the difference between local,
national and international standards. Without this understanding our
efforts to create an international MARC network will be frustrated by
a lack of communication between ourselves as librarians long before
we can tackle the much easier problem of communication in machine-
readable form. By concentrating in this paper on the particular
factors that have so far shaped the development of the British MARC
Project and will shape its future policy, I hope to identify more pre-
cisely the wide areas of agreement with the Library of Congress
Project and the areas in which agreement must be urgently sought.
BRITISH MARC
The British MARC Project has been created in an environment
which is significantly different from that enjoyed, or endured, by the
Information Systems Office at the Library of Congress. It is a pity
that nobody has had practical experience in both systems a compar-
ative view from the inside would be a fascinating document. However,
I have benefited beyond measure over the past two or three years
from the Library of Congress's "open door" policy.
On the basis of this limited experience I have formed the view that
the British MARC Project enjoys several advantages which are
denied to the Library of Congress Project. There are also serious
disadvantages, but on the whole the Library of Congress environment
appears to force a particular line of development that will become
increasingly difficult to fit as a total package into an international
context. The British situation is very different indeed. In Great
Britain there is now a total physical separation between the national
bibliography (BNB) and the national library (British Museum). The
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British National Bibliography concentrates its entire attention on the
provision of published bibliographic services and as such it is a
machine for producing bibliographies. From the moment it was de-
cided to proceed with the MARC Project, it became obvious that this
bibliographic machine would be taken to pieces and re-built around a
computer. We still talk about MARC as an experimental project;
however for BNB the experiment ended a year ago. MARC is a pro-
duction system that must work and BNB must now become both the
producer and the biggest single user of the MARC record in Great
Britain (a situation which concentrates the mind wonderfully). Most
of the professional librarians on the staff of BNB are directly in-
volved in the rapid changes that are taking place. In the past year the
MARC Project as a separate organization has been getting smaller
and smaller; there are now only two keyboard operators, two pro-
grammers, two librarians and two planners. Everyone else is han-
dling MARC with one hand and the mutilated processes of BNB with
the other. Next year a small team will concentrate on the external
features of the MARC Project and the rest of the MARC organization
will simply be the new British National Bibliography.
The status of BNB as a national bibliography is rather unusual.
The council of the British National Bibliography is a private, non-
profit organization established to provide bibliographical services;
BNB is totally independent and totally self-supporting. Its only in-
come apart from the MARC Project grant is derived from the sale of
the services it provides. This is a rather extreme situation to be in
and perhaps not one to be recommended for the future. However, it
does bring BNB right up against one of the long-term objectives of
the MARC Project, i.e., its practical use in the production of more
efficient, more economic bibliographical services. The first objec-
tive for BNB must be to utilize MARC and, moreover, to utilize it in
a highly cost effective manner.
It has often been remarked that the introduction of a computer
system provides a unique opportunity to carry out a complete re-
appraisal of the services provided by an organization. In the context
of MARC it is nowhere more true than in a national bibliography.
There is virtually no hangover problem from the past. National bib-
liographies cannot afford to change their spots too often, but after
twenty years (which is the life span of BNB) change is necessary to
keep up with changing conditions MARC has provided this oppor-
tunity. It has also provided the means to start in a small way a
process of rationalizing, integrating and improving bibliographic
services in general. A separate and independent bibliographic organ-
ization cannot afford to deploy more than a very small part of its
resources on work that is not immediately productive. Long-term
commitment to developing standards or new systems is almost out of
the question. The MARC Project has provided the impetus, if not the
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resources, to take a wider view. During the two years that BNB has
been developing the British MARC Project, much more fundamental
activities have been going forward. These include bibliographic inte-
gration with book trade services, changes in the design of the national
bibliography and the development of a new generalized indexing
system.
MARC AND THE BOOK TRADE
In Great Britain the book trade was getting ready for computerized
book ordering and cataloging systems as early as 1966 when the
Publishers' Association commissioned a report on the need and fea-
sibility of a standard system of book numbering. It was quickly
appreciated that a purely book trade numbering system would not
satisfy the large library field, and the initial proposals were ex-
panded to a plan for total numbering. Less than three years after the
scheme was approved there is a system which gets numbers printed
on over 90 percent of all new books, and numbers can be allocated
through a central agency for all the remaining books. This operation
is run by Whitaker & Sons, who produce BNB's book trade bibliog-
raphies. BNB's function is to notify the standard book numbering
(SBN) agency of any item received without a number. In 1971 this
will be provided before the book is entered on a MARC file, and
before it is entered in BNB or the trade bibliography. In Great
Britain total book numbering is an accomplished fact. The next stage,
already well under way, is an international numbering system. The
implications of this development on the United States will be con-
siderable. There is already a standard book numbering agency in
New York with an impeccable list of sponsors but is there any com-
mitment by the agency and the Library of Congress to establish 100
percent coverage? There is no need to worry about the great mass
of trade books. In their own interests the trade publishers, the trade
associations and the trade bibliographies will quickly establish an
efficient system. The non-trade material is a library problem and a
library responsibility. It must be brought into the system as it enters
the Library of Congress. Will it be, or does this conflict with other
priorities? This situation is a classic example of a conflict between
a good national system the Library of Congress card number and a
better international system the International Standard Book Number.
Both can run side by side but the international system must be vigor-
ously implemented.
With the SBN system established, the book trade bibliography in
Great Britain was quick to see the potential of MARC. The coopera-
tion between Whitaker & Sons and the British National Bibliography
was extended to the field of data processing. Last year BNB and
Whitaker developed what now appears to be a highly efficient MARC
system for producing the trade bibliography (see Figure 1). This
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project from design to full operation took exactly eight months. As a
result the printed book trade services have now been dramatically
improved and by April 1971 there will be in existence and use a
massive machine file of about 300,000 items representing British
books in print. This is a genuine MARC compatible system. In the
spring of 1970 the final touches were put to the program which
translates the book trade record to a standard communications
format using the BNB MARC implementation. Already several large
book-purchasing organizations in England are planning to use this
file as a book order data base with records available as soon as the
book is advertized. This project fills an ugly gap in MARC-based
systems by providing at the time of order, however early that may
be, a record which carries adequate temporary cataloging informa-
tion until it is replaced by a full MARC record from BNB.
MARC AND THE NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY
It may seem an unusual set of priorities that puts the conversion of
another bibliography to machine-readable form above our own. The
fact is we have never been seriously concerned about the data pro-
cessing aspects of the change-over. I would almost go so far as to
say that creating catalogs from a MARC record and using computer
typesetting techniques can be considered to be a perfectly routine
operation. In England the most difficult problem is finding a suitable
Photon or Digiset or whatever is to be used.
It is, however, a very different matter to decide exactly how a
bibliography should be organized. There is, after all, an almost
embarrassing number of choices in a MARC record.
The exercise of trying to design and produce a first-class national
bibliography from MARC is one of the finest ways of testing the
theoretical soundness of the system. In many ways MARC stands up
fairly well to the test. It has been criticized by some who did not
fully appreciate what MARC is trying to achieve as being too com-
plex: this is nonsense. The analysis that has been carried through
in the British and LC MARC implementations falls short of what is
really needed. Other problems include an inadequate title breakdown,
series fields which are messy and illogical, notes which are inade-
quately specified, and added entry situations which have not yet been
fully analyzed. Sometimes we find ourselves checking a program
specification to decide exactly how to input a particularly complex
record, a sure sign that the initial design is inadequate. In making
these criticisms I am of course referring to the British MARC im-
plementation, not the Library of Congress implementations. How-
ever, except in one or two instances, the British record identifies
specific subfields that are grouped as a broader subfield in the LC
record.
We have been criticized, and rightly so, for making unnecessary
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distinctions here and there. This redundant information can be easily
weeded out if everyone would agree that it is redundant. I am much
more concerned about the distinctions that are not made. To illus-
trate this point let me cite one fairly common problem which we will
have to handle by extending MARC coding. If we are creating author
index entries, it is extremely useful to know whether the author
statement following the title needs to be included. If it is a joint
author we want to leave it in, if it is a single author adding nothing to
what has already been stated, we want to drop it. These considera-
tions are important when massive indexes are being printed and we
will probably need to create a distinction. This type of problem is
perhaps fairly small and insignificant, and I am inclined to take the
pragmatic view that the public MARC that is, the exchange tape
implementation should be allowed to settle down now for a year or
so while everyone gets some experience. MARC should not be like
the Library of Congress classification with new extensions just
arriving every now and then and which can be safely ignored. It is
rather more difficult to ignore changes in a MARC record. In the
meantime BNB will continue to develop an internal implementation
that will certainly have many features that we will quietly remove
before the exchange tapes are produced. A clear distinction will be
made between the local BNB implementation and the exchange tape
implementation. This is a logical development. We all accept that
the machine structure of the exchange format is a carrier wave be-
tween machine systems. Should not the record also be considered as
a carrier wave that is logically distinct from the implementation
standards of the producer and the receiver?
For every MARC record there are three distinct categories of
users: 1) the actual producer of the record at present the Library
of Congress and the British National Bibliography, 2) the local user
within the country of origin, and 3) the international user. In attempt-
ing to fix implementation standards it will be impossible to face three
ways at once. The conflict between the producer and the local user
within the country of origin is no problem. The conflict between the
user in the country of origin and the international network will be-
come serious. Taking my previous title field example, if all British
MARC users demand a more complete analysis, then we will have to
provide it regardless of any agreements made with the Library of
Congress. The Library of Congress is in exactly the same position.
The solution to this problem is not difficult. In fact much of the
work leading to a solution was done by Ann Curran and Henriette
Avram three years ago when they produced "The Identification of
Data Elements in Bibliographic Records."
2
At the international
level we should stop looking at the BNB implementation or the LC
implementation. All we need is a conceptual interface between
implementations not a real subfield code for subfield code identity.
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Translating a format through an interface is a fairly trivial data
processing operation. Using this approach we can concentrate on
establishing the minimum level of analysis and the minimum set of
fields that we will call a MARC record, and the optimum sets that
might be achieved between two closely related systems such as BNB
and LC.
The above diversion was caused by the remark that BNB would
need to add refinements to the record analysis to produce a national
bibliography. When this is done the British MARC Project will have
transformed the two major bibliographic services in Britain. The
improvement in the services provided to librarians and the book
trade will be dramatic.
The new national bibliography will adhere rigidly to standards
where they exist. The classification standard will be Dewey
probably the eighteenth edition to begin with. The cataloging standard
will be the Anglo-American code (British version). Unfortunately
there is no filing standard and as yet no one has given any serious
thought to a subject indexing standard. In the existing MARC record
no one has given any serious thought to subject indexing. This is an
omission that must be remedied and as BNB will be using MARC
records within a few months to produce a classified catalog with a
specific index, a great deal of effort will be concentrated in this area.
A MARC SUBJECT INDEX
Anyone wishing to construct a classified catalog from the existing
MARC record has a choice of two classifications, both of which are
non-specific. There is no indexing provision at all; obviously MARC
was born in the home of the dictionary catalog. Faced with this
situation, BNB had the choice of indexing outside MARC or devising a
special indexing system which would be carried on the record. Our
final choice has been a compromise, a string of indexing terms will
be carried on each record. This will be backed up by a machine-held
thesaurus which will hold the necessary framework of cross-
references. In planning this system BNB is breaking its rule that
each MARC record should be totally self-contained; however I hope it
will not be long before MARC subscribers have direct access to the
master store of records and ancillary files. Large storage systems
with direct links between local computer and central data banks are a
rapidly developing area of technology.
The indexing system BNB is developing has two unique features:
1) it is totally hospitable and can be used to index any subject at any
depth of analysis and 2) it can also be used to index back into any
classified arrangement. These factors are essential in the context of
MARC. The index can best be regarded as a bi-product of a new
classification technique now in use at BNB. The history of classifica-
tion theory shows a steady progression from the Dewey concept of a
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universe of knowledge subdivided into smaller and smaller subject
disciplines, through Bliss and Ranganathan to the special- faceted
schemes which allow a great freedom in the combination of concepts
taken from various parts of the system.
BNB has now taken the final logical and evolutionary step of start-
ing the process of classification by identifying the individual concepts
in a compound subject and expressing their relationship to each other
in a symbolic form. The result is a subject statement which is ab-
solutely neutral and precise and can only have one possible number in
a formal classification schedule, even though the symbolic notation in
the schedule will not always carry the same depth of analysis. A
particular subject statement, or concept analysis, is permanently
associated with a unique set of alternative system statements. At
BNB there are already four such systems DC, LC class number, LC
subject heading and a MARC subject descriptor string. The subject
descriptor string is the indexing statement that will appear on British
MARC records later this year. It will be used by BNB as a rotated
element index, but it could be used equally well as an uncoordinated
keyword system. At present the system is being tested on general
intake at BNB and in one or two highly specialized areas. An exam-
ple of depth indexing in the field of sociology of education is given in
Figure 2.
So far I may have given the impression that in Great Britain we do
not primarily think of MARC as a method of exchanging bibliographic
data and this is partly true. We think of MARC as a data base which
is being created to form the foundation of bibliographic services of
the new decade. In England, as in the United States, bibliographic
services are provided at the center and these services are utilized
and added to at the local system level. Experiments in local handling
of MARC are going forward but we feel that at this stage such proj-
ects should remain strictly experimental. There are several reasons
for this; the immediate one being that we still need time to evaluate
what we have learned and to implement changes. Maybe libraries are
anxious to start utilizing MARC data but they would be well advised
at this stage not to go too far. The more important reason is that any
library system using MARC today is almost inevitably assuming that
a MARC service is just another centralized service which it can
purchase like a catalog card; nothing has really changed. There is
absolutely nothing on a MARC record that has not been fully available
for fifty years or so on the Library of Congress card. So what is all
the fuss about? The plain fact is that it is the computer that is
changing the bibliographic framework within which a library oper-
ates. MARC might be a trigger mechanism for local change but it
really cannot be anything else while we limit ourselves to distributing
in machine-readable form what was already produced in visual form.
In England we can perhaps enjoy the illusion of progress and
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change because through MARC the central system is now offering
Library of Congress class numbers and Library of Congress subject
headings and a fair number of British university libraries will find
this information very useful. This, however, is sheer illusion. What
has happened is that a government department has now accepted the
responsibility for providing this information as a part of the MARC
package. It really has nothing to do with MARC. Now that the prin-
ciple is established, we can point out that a far larger number of
libraries use UDC, and providing we describe it as part of the MARC
Project, the two or three thousand pounds needed might be forth-
coming. MARC is a trigger mechanism in more ways than one.
Since the real changes that we are witnessing in library systems
are due to the impact of automation rather than MARC, there is good
reason to pause before designing that totally automated library sys-
tem. The wind of change is or should be blowing harder at the center
than at the circumference. This is particularly true in England
where the central bibliographic organization can be entirely outward
looking. We are not part of a great national library with enormous
responsibilities to that library. In fact the link between BNB and the
Library of Congress is much stronger than our link with the British
Museum. I was forcibly reminded of this the other day when we had
to consider the position of the shared cataloging operation in BNB's
new 1971 system design. We are also, for example, already con-
sidering profound changes in our interlending and union catalog
structure which will have a significant effect in library systems.
BNB is changing the whole basis of its card service to respond to
standard book number ordering (numbers may be picked up from the
book, from publishers advertisements or from the MARC-produced
"Books of the Month and Books to Come" provided by Whitaker &
Sons). BNB is considering automatically transferring the information
on a MARC file which tells us how many tracings are needed for a
complete set of entries across to the standard book number file so
that libraries can order a set or multiple sets of cards. And BNB
has been producing the card service masters from MARC for well
over a year already.
These projects are not all associated with MARC but they are a
direct result of the British MARC Project. A small data processing
team of four people has been placed in a position where it can
make the maximum impact on the whole structure of our centralized
bibliographic services. We are at the beginning of a complete re-
alignment of the balance between central services and local systems.
I must stress that this is just the beginning; the time scale is im-
pressive, perhaps alarming. We appointed our first programmer
scarcely eighteen months ago. I do not know what will happen at the
center in the next five years, but it is certain to profoundly affect the
local use of computers in libraries. This point can be illustrated
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rather aptly by describing a new MARC base project which we hope to
be testing in libraries in a very few weeks time.
"BOOKS IN ENGLISH"-A MARC DATA BASE SERVICE
One of the major problems associated with producing a national
bibliography is the sheer weight of material that has to be processed.
British output is now over 30,000 items per year. Because of this,
printed bibliographies are getting later and later. It now takes at
least six months to produce a BNB annual volume and the multi-
annual volume takes two or three years. This situation can be im-
proved by using a computer, but once the final negative is produced
on the Photon or Digiset the whole process reverts to a traditional
printing and binding cycle which can go on for weeks or months. The
input and output technology is sadly out of phase. What we need is a
fast method of transferring information from a magnetic tape to a
visual form that can be quickly and cheaply reproduced. It is easy
enough to get from magnetic tape to microfilm directly, and this
looks like a possible solution for in-house authority files and local
catalogs, but microfilm is not really convenient to handle and we
cannot make 5,000 copies for distribution.
We have instead investigated the possibilities of Photo-Chromic
Micro Image (PCMl). PCMI is a microfilm of a microfilm which will
hold about 3,000 pages of print on a single transparency. A trans-
parency can be produced very quickly and reproduced very cheaply.
It has very definite possibilities. We were anxious to test these
possibilities and at the same time to test in a real situation the com-
patibility of BNB and LC records. I know these records are totally
machine and program compatible. Our programs run just as well on
the LC file as they do on the BNB file. But can we automatically
create highly organized catalogs from the joint file, or will the un-
predictable nature of the headings on the Library of Congress file
create bibliographic chaos? I sincerely hope not because BNB is
about to experiment with a new international bibliography compiled
directly from the LC and BNB MARC data bases. The transposition
from magnetic tape to PCMI will be direct, without editorial inter-
vention. This bibliography has two special features: 1) every issue
and there are six per year is a complete cumulation of everything
previously published and 2) it is only produced in PCMI form. The
annual volume, if that is the right word, will consist of two 6 by 4
inch transparencies. These will hold 50,000 or so entries arranged
in a classified sequence and an alphabetic sequence with entries
under all tracings. It should not take more than a week or two to
produce and distribute. This bibliography which we will call "Books
in English" will obviously provide a magnificent visual index to the
Library of Congress and BNB MARC data bases. It may also replace
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a large number of library catalogs. Why should a large system that
would more or less expect to obtain any English-language book that
was requested start building these enormous catalogs that duplicate
at a frightening cost most of the material in the national bibliog-
raphy? Maybe it would be better to use an English- language bibliog-
raphy as a catalog. This idea is scarcely new but it can only be
applied if the bibliography contains a classified arrangement, or at
least a classification number so that a shelf location is available.
Also the cumulating cycle must be much better than has been
achieved in the past; with PCMI it can be very good indeed.
This one new service could completely change the design and ob-
jectives of a local library automation system. Instead of worrying
about updating vast catalogs in the machine system, the librarian may
decide to set up an on-line interrogation unit next to a PCMI reader.
This would simply contain a string of Library of Congress card
numbers and SEN numbers plus locations. The catalog user would
identify the book he was interested in and interrogate the on-line
files by punching in the LC or SEN number. I do not have the faintest
idea what total cataloging costs, including filing, storage space, etc.,
are like in the United States, but the possibilities of perhaps ceasing
the cataloging of 90 percent or so of English-language intake and still
providing a good catalog are surely worth investigating.
MARC OBJECTIVES
By carrying through these projects BNB is, by force of circum-
stances, adopting a general policy of achieving economic goals at the
center. Money is tight and we have to exploit MARC as we go along.
However in 1971 when the heavy cost of producing MARC records
shifts almost entirely from the MARC Project to BNB, then increas-
ing attention and money can be concentrated on the utilization of the
exchange service by libraries. England, like the United States, has a
very large number of libraries with access to computer systems, but
unlike the United States there are at most half a dozen (excluding
special and industrial libraries) with sufficient experience to develop
automated systems for themselves. With such a small group it is not
difficult to coordinate development and our British government policy
has been to give special support to three or four systems to enable
them to pay special attention to making sure that their development
work is as generalized as possible in terms of programming and
machines. There are particular machine problems as British com-
puters are totally incompatible with IBM. This means that almost
everything will have to be done twice, but at least we can try to
insure that it will not be done half a dozen times.
Because of the scarcity of resources and experience, a good deal
of the IBM development work will probably be done by the BNB MARC
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Project team. This makes sense because we have already gotten a
tremendous amount of experience in using MARC to construct cata-
logs and indexes, plus a sophisticated range of fully operational pro-
grams. It would be an enormous waste of time and money if these
programs were not made generally available and so a conversion
program has been initiated which switches a record in the communi-
cations format back into our own internal working format. We have
also just finished testing a generalized input program for IBM li-
braries. Local input is a necessary and rather complex feature of
any local system. In my experience libraries usually learn to handle
MARC records long before they are able to create compatible
records. The use of the generalized input program will accelerate
progress and encourage a high level of MARC compatibility and
standardization.
MARC STANDARDS
This brief survey of MARC developments at BNB has ended with
the word "standardization." Standardization lies at the heart of the
MARC Project. It is the essential grammar of communications sys-
tems. Most of the ability to construct and manipulate bibliographic
data in machine systems has or can be learned by those of us working
in this field. Have we however given enough attention to the applica-
tion and development of standards? Perhaps it all depends on what
we mean by standards. I divide them into international standards,
national standards and local standards. The MARC record produced
by BNB and the Library of Congress contains excellent examples of
all three. At the international level we have the Dewey classification
number. At the national level we have the Anglo-American code
(British text). At the local level we have the BNB classification num-
ber, the Library of Congress classification number and Library of
Congress cataloging. This classification may seem a trifle arbitrary
but I think it would be misleading to regard Library of Congress
cataloging and classification standards as national standards. The
Anglo-American code (American text) is a national standard but it
has not been adopted by MARC. In fact there is the worst possible
situation total uncertainty as to the heading we can expect on a
MARC record.
As far as the Library of Congress classification and subject head-
ings are concerned, I would be happy to see these systems elevated to
the level of national or even international standards if only they could
be developed quite independently from the Library of Congress col-
lection. Generally speaking, it is possible to handle the list of subject
headings as a standard. The authority exists and the rules for
creating new headings are reasonably explicit. It is however quite
impossible to treat the Library of Congress classification schedules
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as a standard. In attempting to do so we have had to devise a set of
rules which separates the classification structure from the local
system elements. They are unfortunately closely interwoven, but
they can be separated. The classification scheme has such obvious
merits that one of the greatest services the Library of Congress
could render is the preparation of a public standard version of its
own schedules and the use of it in MARC.
Quite clearly MARC has not yet acquired the essential grammar of
communications systems, even between two countries with a common
language and very closely aligned bibliographic practices. What then
are the chances of achieving standardization and compatibility in 1971
when European MARC systems will be developed? An international
MARC system should be an exchange of bibliographic data compiled
according to a consistent set of principles between national agencies.
We need a standard communications format, a standard set of cata-
loging principles and a standard means for signaling subject content.
We must, at least during the first international expansion of MARC,
use existing standards. Fortunately these standards are available.
THE COMMUNICATIONS STANDARD
The existing communications format used by Britain and America
can be regarded as a satisfactory international standard. Some of its
features make it rather more satisfactory for use at an international
level than at a national level. In fact as part of a general MARC n
evaluation program we are considering whether the national and in-
ternational communications standards should be logically distinct.
We want to receive tapes from the Library of Congress and European
MARC agencies in a standard form, and we are prepared to return
tapes in the same standard form, but why should it be assumed that
communication between the Library of Congress and the University of
Illinois, and between BNB and say, the Bodleian Library should be in
exactly the same form again. As it happens we already use a special
national communications format for the libraries in the British net-
work that are using British computers. This format is much more
convenient to process than the standard communications format.
When we go into Europe we should only be concerned with communi-
cations at the international level.
THE CATALOGING STANDARD
National cataloging standards are embodied in detailed codes of
rules. An international cataloging standard must be a set of princi-
ples. It is vitally important to the future of MARC that a common set
of principles form the basis of MARC cataloging. These principles
exist; they were drawn up at the Library of Congress by Seymour
Lubetzky. They were presented as a "statement of principles"
adopted by the International Conference on Cataloguing Principles,
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Paris, October 1961. They form the basis of the Anglo-American
(AA) rules, and the British text faithfully follows these principles; the
American text does not. The reason is given in the preface: "It is
regrettable that, because of the great size of many American card
catalogs, it was necessary for the Catalog Code Revision Committee
to agree to the suggestions of the Association of Research Libraries
that certain incompatible American practices be continued in the
present rules."
3
"Regrettable" in the national context perhaps, al-
though "disastrous" would be a better word in the context of MARC
and an international MARC network. It is perhaps fortunate that the
AA code has not yet been accepted by the Library of Congress and
that a change to the basic set of principles is still a practical propo-
sition. For the international MARC network the Paris Principles are
surely the only possible cataloging standard.
THE SUBJECT IDENTIFICATION STANDARD
It may seem an impossible task to reach agreement on an inter-
national standard for subject representation on a MARC record. In
fact as long as we have a clear understanding of the purpose of the
standard it should be much easier to achieve than a cataloging
standard. National standards are not involved at all. What we need
is a common means of conveying subject information in MARC.
From a logical standpoint the information carrying system needs only
be fairly precise in its identification of complex subjects. From a
practical point of view this system should be familiar and in wide-
spread international use. It should also be an adequate working tool
for subject retrieval in a machine system. Only one existing scheme
meets these requirements the Universal Decimal Classification
(UDC). UDC is capable of considerable precision in subject identifi-
cation and is widely used in America, Great Britain and continental
Europe. It has retrieval capabilities which are far superior to DC or
LC. A sound economic case could almost certainly be made for
adding UDC as a national class number together with LC and DC on
both British and American records. Many libraries in both countries
use UDC. Many other systems would use the UDC data for selective
dissemination of information (SDI) services. In the context of an
international MARC network UDC would be invaluable because the
UDC number contains enough information to permit a very high level
of conversion to local subject systems. In Great Britain we have
neither the money nor the inclination to handle MARC as if it were a
machine- readable version of the shared cataloging program. If Paris
or Rome or Stockholm sends us national MARC data we would only
expect to augment this data by machine intervention before adding it
to our international MARC data base. This is perhaps the funda-
mental difference between the British and American approach to
MARC and the main reason why MARC standards seem to us to be so
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vitally important. BNB will not recatalog or classify any material
coming over the international network but it will be prepared to con-
vert an international standard subject representation to national
system equivalents. Conversion systems depend absolutely on the
built-in precision of the starter scheme. For practical purposes this
precision is available in UDC.
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